Let's start with the curly letters. Once you can do c the right way around all the other
curly letters are easy.
c = Start at the top and start an upward curl. (Parents may need to move the hand to make
sure the initial movement goes up a bit otherwise it will not curl enough).
o =Start the same way as c. You must not start at the bottom or go clockwise! Continue all
the way around the orange. (o is for orange)
a =Do the c, now around the apple and down the leaf (a is for apple)
d =Start with c, now up the dinosaur’s neck and down to his feet (d is for dinosaur)
g =Start with c, around the girl and give her a curl. (g is for girl)
s =Start with c, now slither down the snake. If you don’t make c to start the s will not be
curly enough. (s is for snake).
I hope all this makes sense. I have put a video on Purple mash for you to have a look at.
https://www.purplemash.com/?~c3c9MjY4MzAzNyZzZz1mOTQ3M2U5Nzg3YmU3MGZiY2E
xN2FkZGUxMTI4ZWExZA==
I will be sending out password and username reminders today on Seesaw.
Messages just for……
Nursery
There is no Purple Mash access for Nursery. Purple Mash is for children to do by
themselves and you are too young. Ask your parents to look on the Ceebeebies site with you.
You can try drawing the letters in sand, flour, mud or whatever you can find. Can you make a
c using sticks or stones? If you can, please ask your parent to photograph it and send it to
me on seesaw or jessons@hwbmail.net.
Year 1
I know you can write these letters. We just need to practise so that they are all the same
size, the tall stick of the d is tall and the long tail of the g is under the line. The s should be
the same size as the a. When you can do this, please ask your parent to shout out three
letter words, containing these letters for you to write.

